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Get twelve people together, find a location and WRNC’s educational team
will come… Jennifer Gordon, of Carolina Waterfowl Rescue, requested an
education weekend down in Charlotte to hopefully gain some volunteers for
her organization, and for other wildlife rescue groups in and around Charlotte. When she opened up the sign up link, 150 people signed up for the
weekend classes. Before the classes could be taught, hurricanes Florence and
Michael hit. Teachers from the coast could not come and the number of
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Letter from the President (continued)
students also changed. The question came up as to do we cancel the classes and reschedule or figure out how to
hold the classes? We elected for the later and with the help of Melisse Hopping and Glenda Combs from Wildlife
Rehab Inc. in Winston-Salem and Mathias Engelmann from the Carolina Raptor Center, the classes were completed and hopefully some new rehabilitators are in the works.
The hurricanes came and went and several of our wildlife shelters and rehabilitators sustained damage. If you happen to be one of those shelters, or if you are a rehabilitator that had significant damage or loss, please let us know.
WRNC has an emergency relief fund and we would like to help as many as we can with funds to replace items that
were destroyed or food that was spoiled because there was no power for an extended period of time Please see
article and contact information on page 8.
As we gear up for the 2019 symposium, please check our website, (http://www.ncwildliferehab.org/), to sign up
and for any updates on our symposium. We need volunteers to help at this year’s symposium, so if you are interested, please email me and let me know (wildlifeed2@aol.com).
Looking forward to seeing everyone at the symposium!!

Not All Garden Water Hoses Are Created Equal
by Mathias Engelmann
Have you ever noticed that the water from a hose will come out foaming when you first turn it on? After a minute
or so the water will run clear. So we were wondering what makes the water foam.
Turns out many of your average garden hoses, even the expensive no-kink types, are not made for use with drinking water. They are lined with all types of chemicals which are probably not good for the birds.
At Carolina Raptor Center we have begun switching all hoses for our bird cages to “Drinking Water Safe” hoses.

Photographs by Mathias Engelmann
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Orphaned Otters Released into the Wild After Collaboration by Three N.C. Agencies by Debbie Foster Fuchs, NC Zoo
This article appeared as a news release by the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission in September 2018 and was reprinted here with permission from the author
Two North American river otter pups orphaned earlier this year at the North Carolina coast have been successfully
rehabilitated and released as part of a cooperative effort between The N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission, the
North Carolina Aquarium on Roanoke
Island and North Carolina Zoo. The effort was based on valuable input and cooperation among the participating agencies to help ensure the animals’ wellbeing.
Found orphaned near Engelhard, N.C,
on April 23, 2018, the female pups were
just six weeks old after their mother was
killed by a car. After they were found by
a passerby, the pups were rescued by the
NCWRC and taken to North Carolina
Aquarium on Roanoke Island where staff
cared for them. The aquarium staff assessed their condition and decided they
were good candidates for release back
into the wild because they had not been
exposed to excessive human contact.
The sister pups were transported to
North Carolina Zoo’s Valerie H.
Schindler Wildlife Rehabilitation Center
for rehabilitation where they spent just
under 16 weeks in the Zoo’s care.

Otters in weighing basket
All Photographs by Deborah Fuchs, NC Zoo

The Zoo’s wildlife rehab center is the only
center of its kind in the state that offers a safe, outdoor, aquatic enclosure. The otters received training on how to
catch fish (something their mother would have taught them) as an example of how they were prepared for a return
to the wild.
The Zoo coordinated the otters’ release with the aquarium and the Commission. The release took place in late August in Hertford County.
Halley Buckanoff, veterinary technician for the Zoo’s Wildlife Rehabilitation Center, said staff tended to their specialized needs including diet, housing, and general care. She said one of the biggest challenges is ensuring the animals maintained all of their wild behaviors and an appropriate fear of humans, so they can have all the skills necessary for a successful life in the wild.
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Orphaned Otters (continued)

“We look forward to more interagency collaborations in assisting
North Carolina native wildlife,”
said Buckanoff.
Colleen Olfenbuttel, the Black
Bear and Furbearer Biologist with
the Commission, said it’s critical
the otters learned the skills need to
survive in the wild. “That is why
the Commission appreciates the
expertise the North Carolina Zoo
provides in properly rehabilitating
the otters,” she said. “People
should not feed an orphaned wild
animal because it will harm the animal. Instead, the Commission encourages the public to immediately
call our NC Wildlife Helpline (866318-2401) or one of our licensed
rehabilitators if they suspect there
is a young animal that is orphaned.”

Dr Jb Minter, Chief Veterinarian at NC Zoo, examining the otters

"It was so great to be able to be there for
a successful release," said Kristin Clark,
assistant husbandry curator for the North
Carolina Aquarium on Roanoke Island,
who conducted the initial evaluation.
Clark said that during the transportation
back to the coast, they made sure to reduce noise including not talking or conducting any interactions that could familiarize the otters with human activity.
She added: “This is exactly the kind of
outcome we'd like to see in these situations, healthy otters that are not conditioned to human interaction released back
to their natural environment.”
The otters are ready for release
4
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Orphaned Otters (continued)

“Kudos to the staff of all of these agencies who worked together to care for and prepare these orphaned otters for
their return to their native environment,” said Susi H. Hamilton, secretary of the N.C. Department of Natural and
Cultural Resources. “I’m so proud to work with such caring and dedicated people.”
North American river otters had almost
disappeared by the early 20th century because of unregulated trapping, water pollution, and wetlands destruction. In the
1990s, the NCWRC began a restoration effort in the mountains with 267
river otters relocated from coastal North
Carolina. Thanks to this program, the
otter population is now considered fully
restored and abundant throughout North
Carolina..

The Release!

Symposium Scholarships
Three scholarships, that cover the symposium attendance fee and *hotel lodging are available for WRNC members with financial need. To apply, send an email to the WRNC president explaining how you expect to benefit
from the symposium and why financial assistance to attend is needed. Applications must be received by December 20, 2018. Individuals who have received the award in the past may apply again, but if there are more than three
applicants, preference will be given to individuals who have not been awarded the scholarship before.
Submit your letter to WRNC President Carla Johnson: wildlifeed2@aol.com
.
*Hotel lodging will be provided only if scholarship is awarded to applicant residing one hour or more from symposium location.
Deadline to submit applications has been extended to Dec 20th, 2018
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All T-Shirts will go for a “Sawbuck” each at the 2019
WRNC Symposium in Raleigh!!
That's right, $10.00 each! We are getting our SALE on!!
Colors in inventory include KIWI (lime green), HEATHER CARDINAL (an acid wash, red) and earthy CHESTNUT BROWN! T-Shirts range in multiple sizes from small to XXL. Our comfy and warm, INDIGO BLUE
Sweatshirt will also be an option and available for $20.00. If you did not pick up one (or more) pieces of WRNC
apparel at the symposium last year, you will definitely want to purchase one at the 2019 sale price! Keep your collection growing with a full rainbow of seven attractive colors!! See you at the Symposium!!
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The Raffle is Coming, The Raffle Is Coming!
by Toni O’Neil
Now that it is December and the January Symposium is not that far away, we are asking everyone to start gathering
items for our annual fundraising raffle. The proceeds generated are always used to help out WRNC members and
supply the funding for the Cage Building/Repair Grants, the Chimney Swift Tower Grants, and the Symposium
Scholarship Fund.

The raffle wouldn’t be the same with all those generous donations from members, local
and national companies, friends and family. Photograph by John Althouse
The Raffle committee will be contacting everyone who donated to last year’s raffle and ask if they would be willing
to do the same again this year. Put aside any nice items that you never use or don’t want, and let us help you out
with items YOU can’t re-gift… WE can use them all! Nothing is too small since we bundle items together into
themed gift baskets. These baskets are big ticket items at the raffle each year. We also make up blind “grab bags”
that have mystery contents - who knows what you will get in them for just a dollar?!?
Please contact Toni O’Neil, Kathy Lillard, Linda Bergman, or Amanda Falk to let them know what you are able to
do to help and provide. Remember to ask the local businesses you feel comfortable with to see if they are willing
to provide a tax-deductible item or two for our raffle. We’ll give you receipts to provide to them and copies of our
tax-deductible status EIN number to show them.
Not only is the raffle a fun event for everyone, but it cycles the money back into the members.
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WRNC Emergency Disaster Funds
by Linda Bergman-Althouse
A number of wildlife rescue facilities in North Carolina were hit hard in September 2018 during Hurricane Florence, and again by Hurricane Michael causing great damage which hindered and still hinders their operations. Fortunately, the public (within and out of state), other wildlife organizations and the individual facility’s insurance
stepped up immediately to assist in financial recovery and needed supplies following the hurricanes which was
much appreciated by all. However, a few rescue centers or shelters, hit the hardest, are still in need. The WRNC
Emergency Disaster Fund Committee has been activated to assess requests of assistance and provide funds where
we can. If you are a rescue facility still facing the task of caging repair, cleanup and paying contractors to remove
debris or could use financial assistance for incidentals not covered by your insurance, please submit an Emergency
Disaster Fund request letter from the Director of your center and pictures of damage that occurred at your facility
or on your grounds by December 20, 2018 to WRNC Emergency Relief Fund Committee Chair, Linda BergmanAlthouse at lbergmanx@gmail.com. We are here for you and your wildlife rescue mission beyond the hurricane.

Photographs by
Linda Bergman-Althouse
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“Evening Singers, The Nightjars!” by Linda Bergman-Althouse
as published by Carolina Salt Magazine
An odd and fluffy amber, baby bird was admitted to the Outer Banks Wildlife Shelter (OWLS) in Newport this
past baby season that sent us straight to the Audubon identification manual. Based on the wide mouth that
opened vertically as well as horizontally, tiny beak, bulbous but flat head, short legs, small feet and large black eyes,
we knew he was from the Nightjar family, but what specifically he would become, we weren’t quite sure. As he
grew and matured, it became evident that we had the largest Nightjar, a Chuck-Will’s-Widow (CWW) at our center,
which is not a routine Spring baby bird admit. People also call this bird, who nests on the ground, a Nighthawk,
and let’s not forget the folklore nickname of “goatsucker.” An ancient folk
tale speaks of these birds, with those
broad, vast mouths, being known to
suck milk from goats. Superstitious goat
herders started that rumor because they
saw Nightjars flying around their flocks
and assumed that was what was going
on! Since birds are not mammals, we
wildlife rehabilitators are not inclined to
believe that! They were more than likely
feeding on insects on the ground, which
were probably plentiful since livestock
was present. Our Nighthawk, who was
not injured when he arrived at the shelter – just alone and found in a dangerAbove : Nightjar
Stock Photos
ous location -- was a well-behaved rehabilitation patient who got along famousBelow : Chuck-Wills-Widow

ly with other species of birds in the incubator despite
being three or more times their size. Because he is so
big, his intake of meal and wax worms per day
matched the intake of all his incubator mates combined. After fully feathering and growing quite large,
he was moved to his own playpen complete with
leaved branches for ground cover and hiding. The
Chuck-Will's-Widow is a nocturnal bird of the Nightjar family that feeds on flying insects such as beetles
and moths. They have stiff, forward facing hair-like
bristles on each side of their mouth to help trap insect
meals. However, on occasion, a Nightjar will snatch a
small bird like a sparrow or hummingbird and swal9
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“Evening Singers, The Nightjars!” (continued)
low it whole if the opportunity presents itself. That was another reason we moved our growing CWW to his own
enclosure to preclude his natural instincts and “cave like mouth” from causing tragedy to one or more of his small
incubator mates. Nightjars are found in the southeastern United States near swamps, rocky uplands, and pine
woods, but migrate to the West Indies, Central America, and northwestern South America when temperatures
drop in the fall. They have protective coloring of mottled or streaked gray, brown, or reddish-brown plumage that
resembles bark or leaves and provides ideal camouflage in the daytime. Their wings are pointy with a 25-inch span
and tail feathers are very long, much like kestrels or cuckoos. Their flight is silent much like an owl’s. They will
usually be sitting or flying since their legs and feet are small and poorly developed. It’s interesting to note that
Nightjars generally perch along a branch rather than across it like most other birds. Since they match the branch,
this position helps to conceal
them. They will roost during
the day on a branch or on the
ground and in the same location day after day. They are
mostly active in the late evening, late night and early morning. At night, most bird voices go quiet, but for a Nightjar
that’s the noisiest time of day
and when communication is
key amongst their species.
They will sing to high heaven,
especially the male, all night
long! And their voices carry,
as they will holler, in a most
pleasant way, across a woodland area, field or canyon. A
Chuck-Will’s-Widow sings its
Chuck-Wills-Widow
Stock Photo
own name in a rich, throaty
chant. To find a mate, a male will strut or sidle up to a female with his body plumage puffed up, wings drooping
and tail spread. He moves with jerky actions while vocalizing. Nightjars do not build nests, but rather lay two to
four patterned eggs on patches of dead leaves or pine needles on the ground. The eggs, which are pink with spots
of brown and lavender, are subsequently incubated by the female for only three weeks. The young are tended to by
the female alone. She shelters them during the day and feeds them at night by regurgitating insects she’s captured.
First flight for the youngins’ will occur at 17 days or more. It has been suggested that nightjars will move their
eggs and chicks from the nesting site in the event of danger by carrying them in their mouths, which would be a
behavior not shared by other birds. This theory has been repeated often in a variety of ornithology books, but surveys of Nightjar research have little evidence to support that idea. However, she has been noticed feigning a broken wing in efforts to lead potential predators, such as a raccoon, snake or fox away from the nest much like the
10
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”Evening Singers, The Nightjars!” (continued)

behavior of a Killdeer. These unusual birds with so many different names seem to be a conglomerate of other
birds; borrowing a little from all to make them a whole Nightjar, and although rarely seen, they are always heard!
One might say, in the evening they sing for their supper! It’s sad to note that the Chuck-Will’s-Widow numbers
have declined over the years. Besides predators, the Chuck-Will’s-Widow’s fate is impacted by habitat loss, automobiles and pesticides since their diet relies mainly on insects, but on a happy up-tick, CWW’s are benefiting from
the American Bird Conservancy’s “Bring Back the Birds” conservation efforts! Our young Chuck-Will’s-Widow at
OWLS had such a good disposition and was a joy to work with. He occasionally vocalized, especially late afternoon, but his appetite, size and physical behaviors really set him apart from the other birds in the nursery. If he
was hungry, his tendency was to rock side to side to let us know to bring on the worms! He had such impressive
table manners that he oh so gently removed worms from the tweezers. We hated to see our little-big guy go! But,
eventually, go he did to live his Nightjar life and sing his evening songs in the wild!

Nightjar
Stock Photo

New “Minimum Standards” Are Coming

The NWRA and IWRC are working on a revision of the 2012 Fourth Edition “Minimum Standards For Wildlife
Rehabilitation” booklet. NWRA and IWRC members have been asked to submit comments. No timeline has
been given but hopefully the fifth edition will be published next year.
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Living Through Florence
by Toni O’Neil
I made

the decision to stay even though the county had ordered an evacuation. My staff had left and I did not feel
comfortable leaving all the animals alone. In the past a Category 1 hurricane did not create much damage. I had a
friend who agreed to come stay and help, and we had a generator. He was pressed into service as an animal caretaker and seemed to enjoy it - at least he gained new experiences in that role.
The usual problem was when people left the area for storms they could not get back in again, and this definitely
did create problems following Florence. Between roads flooded or washed out and the number of trees and power lines down, we were isolated. Eventually when things opened up again we were able to drive out to the next
county to get limited cell phone reception to let family and friends know we survived. Other than that we were on
our own and responsible for all the education animals and patients with us before the storm.
Our staff had moved all the small animals and birds into the building prior to the storm for safety, so we were able
to care for them. The outside cages withstood damage and flooding. All the rain and rising water made the ducks
and geese quite happy. The real problems for us was losing so many supplies from mold and no power to our
food freezers - we lost it all. Thanks to the generosity of other wildlife organizations we have begun to restock
and refill our freezers. I still need to write all the thank you notes to everyone now that our internet service has
been restored.
We were blessed - there is no way else to look at how we survived as we did. We experienced a few losses - the
peacocks in the trees that night were roosting in the trees that went down and we lost one. Raccoons got into our
pigeon coop and got the babies. Foxes or coyotes got a few of the ducks and geese that stayed out. We could
have lost them all and everything we had here if the storm strength was any higher than a Category 1. The island
in the pond disappeared.
We'll get the damages repaired and fallen trees removed; the debris will be removed eventually. The grounds will
look good again in the spring. Business as usual and all will hopefully run smoothly before too long - and we'll
look back at this time period as the time I was too dumb to follow directions!
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Training Opportunities
The NWRA will hold its annual symposium in St. Louis, MO on March 5th-9th, 2019.
Check out details at : https://www.nwrawildlife.org/page/Sympoverview

The IWRC offers a variety of courses. See details at https://theiwrc.org/courses
2-day Basic Wildlife Rehabilitation Course


Eaton Rapids, MI - Hosted by Wildside Rehabilitation Center February 2-3, 2019



Salinas, CA - Hosted by the SPCA of Monterey County February 9-10,2019



Brownsville, TX - Hosted by Gladys Porter Zoo February 16-17, 2019



St. Louis, MO - Hosted by the National Wildlife Rehabilitators Association March 4-5, 2019



Murray, KY - Hosted by Murray State University AHT/Pre-Vet Club March 30-31, 2019

Carolina Raptor Center (CRC ) Rehabilitation Seminars
CRC has rescheduled the rehabilitation seminars for March 16 & 17, 2019. Tentative list of topics includes:
Saturday — Imping, Bandaging, Case studies, Physical Therapy & Anesthesia, Tour of hospital
Sunday — Re-nesting raptors, Release Evaluation, Feathers & Aging, Clinical Pathology, Q&A with Dr. David
Scott
For more information go to http://www.carolinaraptorcenter.org/rescue/vet-education/rehabilitation-seminar/

Wildlife Rehab Inc. in Winston-Salem, NC offers an 11-week course (1 night/week) at Forsyth Technical College in the spring and fall.
http://www.wildliferehabinc.org

Coastal Carolina Community College in conjunction with Possumwood Acres offers a 6-month course in
wildlife rehabilitation. See details at https://www.coastalcarolina.edu/
Look for listings in the Continuing Education Schedule under the “Veterinary Office Assistant” section

Wildlife Welfare in Raleigh, NC offers training courses. Check them out at http://www.wildlifewelfare.org
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Giving some critters a helping hand by Ed Wall;
As printed in the Jacksonville Daily News, NC; re-printed with permission
There have been a couple of visitors recently to the small community of
Trent Woods that have caused somewhat of a stir for a few folks. They
are black bears.
One, spotted a couple of weeks ago, would tip the scales at about 100150 lb. – probably a second-year male who was passing through as he
looks to relocate in a more remote tract that he can call his own turf. The
other is a smaller guy (or girl) – about 50 lb. or so – who seems to have
taken a liking to some live oak trees with their abundant acorns.
Chris Kent, District 2 Biologist with the N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission (NCWRC), said he has received calls about those bears, as well
as some in other areas recently but there does not seem to be any reason
for alarm or action. He said some animals may have been displaced by
the just-passed hurricane and others are just following instincts to expand their range. He suggested simply leaving the
bears alone, giving them ample space and letting them
Stock Photo
follow their own compass and calendar. The Wildlife
Commission also strongly recommends people take
Black Bear Cubs cannot be managed by private
steps to avoid bears getting acclimated to an urban enwildlife rehabilitators but other species, includvironment, things like not feeding them either intening squirrels, opossums, otters, various birds,
tionally or with pet food left out; keeping trash cans in
deer, amphibians and reptiles can. The goal of
secure, bear-proof areas; and leaving bird feeders empall rehab specialists is to get their little charges
ty while bears are around.
to an age and condition where they can be released back into their natural habitat.
The Wildlife Commission rarely gets involved in bear
trapping and relocation in any case. Unless it’s a small
cub of nursing age who is found near a dead sow, the wildlife professionals have determined it is better off fending
for itself. There are some critters that can use a helping hand on occasion, however. Young animals that have been
injured or abandoned, for example, may need to be protected and fed until they are able to make it on their own.
Luckily for those animals, there are folks who are willing to do just that – wildlife rehabilitators.
There are 313 of those people in the state, 38 in Wildlife District 2 which includes Lenoir, Onslow, Craven, Pitt
and 8 adjacent counties.
The goal of all wildlife rehabilitators is simple and straightforward – to get 100 percent of the at-risk animals
brought to them back in good shape or mature enough to take care of themselves, and then release them in suitable, native habitat. In some cases, that may involve bottle-feeding a baby otter until it is able to eat adult food and
catch what it needs to subsist in the wild. In others, the services of a trained veterinary specialist may be called for
to set a broken wing or mend something else, assuming of course it is an injury that can be fixed. In some cases,
that is not possible and the most humane action is to let nature take its course.
But, wildlife rehabilitators do what they can with admirable dedication, skilled hands, a lot of sweat and often some
14
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Giving some critters a helping hand (continued)
tears. Toni O’Neil is an example. She and her husband founded Possumwood Acres Wildlife Sanctuary in the
Onslow Community of Hubert in 2003. Since then they and their staff have nursed little squirrels, song birds, amphibians and reptiles of all kinds, raptors, otters, waterfowl and, of course, a lot of the namesake opossums, back
to health and sent them on their wild ways.
One of the more exotic creatures at Possumwood Acres was a puffin, an aquatic bird commonly associated with
arctic environments. It washed up on an Onslow County beach after apparently being carried close to shore by a
severe storm. That particular animal was treated and then transported to the N.C. Zoological Park in Asheboro
where it could be cared for by a specialist. Unfortunately the bird died after a few weeks but O’Neil and the others
who helped it knew they had at least given it a fighting chance.
A chance to return critters to the wild where they belong is what Kelsey Gaylor, one of the staff members at Possumwood, said their efforts are all about. The Pender County native became a rehabilitator because she has
“always loved animals.” That is a common theme among those who devote their time, energy – and often their
own money – to their wild charges. She works with a lot of baby squirrels and possums but said one of her favorite animals is Puck, a groundhog who is a permanent resident of Possumwood Acres.
Gaylor became a permanent staff member at the wildlife rehab facility after serving a 340-hour internship and becoming certified as a small mammal rehabilitator. She is working toward credentials that will allow her to work
with other kinds of animals. Under current regulations, a rehabilitator can earn certification to work with various
categories of birds, amphibians, reptiles, small mammals and large mammals (deer). There are specific requirements for each regarding expertise and facilities.
Jennifer Leonard of Coastal Carolina Wildlife Rehab in Wilmington said the state requires that any enclosures that
hold young deer be at least 10’ x 20’ with opaque material shielding the view of inhabitants of persons outside. The
purpose of that is to restrict young deer from becoming used to human contact and help them to retain their natural instincts. In addition, there must be wire underneath the enclosure to prevent anyone from digging in or out.
It’s an expensive proposition that can be a real problem for operations that get no state money – grants or donations only – to provide facilities, equipment, supplies and minimal staffing. That is why there are only 22 deer fawn
facilitators statewide.
Some animals cannot be cared for by wildlife rehabilitators under any circumstances. They are skunks, bats, coyotes, raccoons and foxes – species that can be carriers of rabies – as well as turkeys, wild boar or threatened or endangered species. Bears can only be handled by NCWRC personnel. If young cubs are deemed to be eligible for
rehabilitation, there is a state facility in Caswell County for that purpose. In addition, white-tailed deer can only be
handled by persons with special certification for those animals.
Persons interested in becoming certified as a wildlife rehabilitator can contact one of those listed on the Wildlife
Commission’s web site for information. Go to www.ncwildlilfe.org, click on the “Learning” tab at the top of the
home page, go to “Have a Wildlife Problem?” and then to “Injured/Orphaned Wildlife.”
Certification can be attained through online courses, classes at certain community colleges (Coastal Carolina Community College offers them) or internship with licensed rehabilitators. Certification applications are evaluated and
issued by the N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission.
15
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Giving some critters a helping hand (continued)
Anyone who feels inclined to do something to benefit the welfare of some little critters that need a helping hand
could volunteer on occasion at one of the region’s rehabilitation sites. Or, they can help support those facilities in
another way. An ideal holiday gift might be a monetary donation in honor of the recipient. It would be a win-winwin scenario for all involved.
Ed Wall can be reached at edwall@embarqmail.com or 252-671-3207. His website
is www.edwalloutdoors.com
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Important dates in 2018 & 2019
Next WRNC Symposium: Saturday & Sunday, Jan 26th & 27th, 2019 with an Icebreaker on Friday, Jan 25th
Registration is now open. Remember to sign up for lunches, labs, and the banquet

SEE YOU IN JANUARY!

WRNC Newsletter Schedule
Do you have a wildlife-related idea you would like to share with the WRNC membership? You should think about
submitting it to the editors for consideration. How about a relevant article you found somewhere? Send us a link
so we can ask for permission to reprint it. Email all articles, ideas, comments and questions to:
Mengelmann@carolinaraptorcenter.org
The WRNC newsletter is published four times a year. The deadlines for submissions are:
March 1st
June 1st
September 1st
December 1st.

Chimney Swift Towers
There is a very informative article in the current NC Audubon newsletter about building Chimney Swift Towers. It
includes many tips and resources and happens to mention WRNC as a way to get support ($)
Here’s the link:
http://nc.audubon.org/news/build-your-own-chimney-swift-tower?ms=nc-eng-email-ea-newsletter-20181130_%
28nc%29_2018_november_enewsletter&%28nc%29_2018_november_enewsletter=
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Bats & White-nose Syndrome from USGS National Wildlife
Health Center
Updated guidance from the USGS National Wildlife Health Center (NWHC) is now available for bat submissions
for the 2018/2019 white-nose syndrome (WNS) surveillance season. These guidelines are posted on the updated
NWHC WNS web page and replace all previous NWHC bat submission criteria. Included are reference charts and
an updated WNS Management Area map to assist submitters in identifying priority species and collecting appropriate samples for submission to a diagnostic laboratory. These guidelines support surveillance objectives of the WNS
National Plan designed to identify new geographic locations and bat species impacted by Pseudogymnoascus destructans (Pd) and WNS.
The NWHC can answer questions about
WNS surveillance and response plans relevant
to your state, territory, or region. The NWHC
can also test samples collected as part of opportunistic or targeted surveillance efforts in
accordance with the national Pd surveillance
strategy. Representatives from Tribal, State,
and Federal agencies who wish to participate
in ongoing surveillance efforts or who have
questions should contact Anne Ballmann (608
-270-2445, aballmann@usgs.gov).
Updates from national surveillance for whitenose syndrome and Pseudogymnoascus destructans during 2017/2018 Surveillance conducted last season documented an expansion
Big Brown Bat; Stock Photo
in the distribution of Pd, the fungus that causes WNS, and an increase in the number of
North American bat species on which the fungus has been detected. Specifically, WNS was confirmed in two new
states (Kansas and South Dakota) and two additional Canadian provinces (Manitoba and Newfoundland). Thus,
the disease is now known to occur in 33 U.S. states and seven Canadian provinces. Additionally, Pd in absence of
clinical signs of WNS was detected on bats from Mississippi, Texas, and Wyoming.
Initial detections of WNS (Pd and disease) in South Dakota, and of Pd alone in Wyoming, resulted from bat sampling efforts conducted during spring emergence, and in all but one case were not associated with specific hibernacula. Environmental sampling earlier in the spring at hibernacula in the Black Hills region of South Dakota
(Custer County) failed to detect the fungus, suggesting Pd was recently introduced to the area. In Kansas, WNS
(Pd and disease) was detected at hibernacula and bat mortality was observed indicating the fungus may have been
present in previous seasons. New detections of Pd alone in Texas were reported from multiple species of bats
sampled at hibernacula in four new counties (Blanco, Foard, Kendall, and Wheeler).
With respect to bat species impacted in 2017/2018, the cave bat (Myotis velifer) and long-legged bat (Myotis volans) were newly confirmed positive for WNS. Four additional species or subspecies, including the western smallfooted bat (Myotis ciliolabrum), Townsend’s big-eared bat (Corynorhinus townsendii), the Ozark big-eared bat
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Bats & White-nose Syndrome (continued)
(C. t. ingens), and the Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis), were reported to harbor Pd in the absence of
clinical disease. In all, 11 species of North American bats are now known to develop WNS, and presence of Pd has
been confirmed on seven additional species in the absence of clinical signs diagnostic for WNS.
A current map of the distribution of confirmed and suspected cases of WNS is available here:
https://www.whitenosesyndrome.org/static-page/wns-spread-maps
Disease Investigation Services
To request diagnostic services or report wildlife mortality, please contact the NWHC at 608-270-2480 or by email
at NWHC-epi@usgs.gov, and a field epidemiologist will be available to discuss the case. To report wildlife mortality events in Hawaii or Pacific Island territories, please contact the Honolulu Field Station at 808-792-9520 or email
Thierry Work at thierry_work@usgs.gov.
Further information about our services can be found at www.usgs.gov/nwhc/services. To learn more about submitting samples and reporting events, go to www.usgs.gov/nwhc/submit and check out the Wildlife Mortality Reporting and Diagnostic Services Request Worksheet.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the scientific and technical services we provide, please do not hesitate to contact NWHC Director Jonathan Sleeman at 608-270-2401, jsleeman@usgs.gov.
To see past Wildlife Health Bulletins, go to the following site:
https://www.usgs.gov/centers/nwhc/science/wildlife-health-bulletins?qt-science_center_objects=0#qtscience_center_objects
WILDLIFE HEALTH BULLETINS are distributed to natural resource/conservation agencies to provide and
promote information exchange about significant wildlife health threats. If you would like to be added to or removed from the mailing list for these Bulletins, please contact Natalie Nguyen at 608-270-2416 or e-mail: nwhcoutreachdb@usgs.gov.
Note by the Editors:
It is currently illegal to rehabilitate bats in
North Carolina because they are considered a rabies vector species.

Big Brown Bat; Stock
Photo
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